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Spooky Phenomenon Pumpkin Drop

1.1

Summary

A report on a lesson that involved using physics tracker to generate height
and time data about pumpkins being dropped from a top floor window of our
school. The data was then used to generate a function that students could
practice their calculus skills on.

1.2

Class Profile

This lesson was carried out with 6th Year Ordinary Level maths students.
We had just finished our study of Calculus, it also coincided with the last day
before the Halloween Midterm. Due to Covid-19 restrictions I kept the bulk
of this as individual learning. Students did have to pair up for the dropping
and recording section, the recorder then had to share their footage with the
dropper. An advantage of Covid-19 restrictions was that the class duration
was a double (1.33hours).

1.3

Resources Required

• Meter Stick - to measure the window panes
• Pumpkins - to drop, one pumpkin per pair plus a few spare, just in
case - choose orange ones for contrast in Physics Tracker
• iPads - to record and use Geogebra on
• Desktop Computers in Computer Room with Physics Tracker installed
• Sheet for dropzone - aids in cleanup
• broken window closure - normally our windows only open a little bit
for safety, I came across a broken one that allowed this lesson to take
place
• usual stationary for maths class - Casio calculator, pen, maths copy
etc.
• Projector to show physics tracker video, and geogebra spread sheets
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1.4

Getting the Data

The class were paired up. Very clear visual signals were agreed. The class
agreed a very obvious thumbs up from the teacher was the only time a pumpkin could be dropped. A list was made of the order that the pairs would be
going in. This list was given to the droppers and the recorders. The teacher
explained that pumpkins were to be dropped and not thrown. The droppers
were sent to the upstairs window with their pumpkins, The recorders were
sent to the school Yard. The recorders laid the bed sheet on the ground at
the drop zone. Everyone stood well back. The teacher emphasized the necessity not to “pan” the camera to track the pumpkin, but instead keep it still.
The teacher checked that the first recorder was recording and when confirmation was received gave the thumbs up signal to the dropper. This procedure
was repeated until each pair had filmed their pumpkin being dropped. The
sheet was bundled up and stored in a plastic bag, the pumpkin remains were
later composted, and the bed sheet washed. Students also had to measure
the height of one windowpane using the meter stick. This was used as the
calibration datum in Physics Tracker.

1.5

Analysing the Data

Students had to share their video footage. The method of doing this was left
to the students. The most common method involved emailing the footage.
Each student was given a desktop computer in the computer room The
teacher played the important parts of the youTube tutorial on Physics Tracker,
namely how to calibrate, how to track. The teacher also gave a quick demonstration on how to use spreadsheets in Geogebra to generate a function. This
is done using the 2 variable regression analysis tools. The teacher told students to select polynomial even though data could have looked linear. Students then proceeded to generate the height/time graphs and functions fro
their footage. Because the data coming from Physics tracker was relative time
and heights, students had to adjust their times and heights to get absolute
times and heights. Physics tracker can probably be set up to do this automatically, but it was felt that the students could do this easily themselves.
Good tracker video tutorial here

1.6

Doing the Maths

A worksheet was circulated to students. This involved students differentiating their height function twice to get an acceleration function. Most students
got constant acceleration of about 10m/s2 . Some students ended up with
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strange answers, it could be that these students threw their pumpkin down,
or did their calibration wrong. They also had to answer questions about the
speed of the pumpkin on impact.

1.7

Analysing the Results

A brief discussion was held at the end of the class and the “spooky” idea
of acceleration due to gravity being constant was explored. The thought
experiment of attaching a heavy item to lighter one was used to illustrate
that it’s not that spooky after all. If they were not accelerated at the same
rate, the lighter one could somehow slow down the heavier one.

1.8

Going Forward

If I was to run this lesson again these are the things i would change:
• I woud buy pumpkins of obviously different sizes, all pumpkins were
the 79c pumpkins from Aldi. This would really illustrate constant g if
they were different sizes
• I would look for an equivalent to physics tracker for the iPads, I found
getting footage from iPads onto desktops to be a cumbersome process
using email.
• I would try to leave the students in their pairs
• I probably forced the choice of a polynomial fit for the regression analysis, students could have played around a bit to see what gives the best
fit, but I did need those qudratics to come out
• I would set up a camera on a tripod to record the pumpkins on impact.
This could be used to show the difference in kinetic energy across the
different pumpkin sizes + would look cool

1.9

Images
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Figure 1: Using Tracker

Figure 2: Example of Raw Data
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Figure 3: Example of Clean Data

Figure 4: Using Regression Model to generate height function
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